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WHITMAN: A CURRENT BIBLIOGRAPHY


Alazraki, Jaime. "Neruda y Borges; Dos rostros de Walt Whitman." Confluencia 1 (Fall 1985), 37–42.


newspapers. See also Shirley Horner, "About Books," New York Times (20 March 1988), New Jersey section, 34, where Professor Zhao's debts to Gay Wilson Allen are discussed.]


Kelley, Annetta. "Whitman's 'Song of Myself':" Explicator 46 (Fall 1987), 22–23. [On Whitman's use of "carlacue."]


Sill, Geoffrey M., ed. *The Mickle Street Review* 9 (Part 2, 1988). [Contains several poems, essays, and reviews; the Whitman-related essays and reviews are listed separately in this bibliography.]

Stevenson, John C., ed. *Starting from Paumonok* 3 (Spring 1988). [Contains various news items concerning the Walt Whitman Birthplace Association, including the announcement of June Jordan as the 1988 poet-in-residence at the Birthplace.]
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